
Year 8 Drama - Dynamic Devisers

Stimulus A resource which inspires ideas for creating drama

Devising A method of theatre-making in which the script 
originates from a performing ensemble (team) 
working collaboratively. They often use improvisation 
to develop the script.

Naturalistic 
Improvisation

When an actor performs a character as if they are a 
real person with real memories and beliefs. This 
requires Empathy (when an actor puts themselves in 
the character’s shoes)

Mime Suggesting action, character or emotion without 
words, using gesture, expression and movement. 
Effective mime requires the actor to:  
Have complete belief in what is being mimed  
Apply imaginative and convincing movement/facial 
expression  Maintain size / shape / weight / location / 
positioning of objects that are mimed 

Monologue When the character is speaking his or her thoughts 
aloud, directly addressing another character, or 
speaking to the audience.

Transitions How performers move from one scene to another 
theatrically.

Performance Skills
Facial Expressions - The feelings expressed on a person’s face.
Body Language - The way in which a person communicates using 
gestures, movements and mannerisms. 
Vocals - The way in which the voice is used to present emotion 
using Tone (Emotion) / Pitch (High or Low) / Pace (Speed) / Volume 
(Loud or Quiet) / Accent (Region). 
Space - The area between and around the actors / The theatre 
space in which the drama takes place.
Tension - When the body feels tense / The concept of making the 
audience want to know what will happen next.

Technical Terminology 
Prop - Objects used on stage or screen by actors during a 
performance or production. 
Costume - A set of clothes worn by an actor in a particular role
Set - Scenery used to identify the location of a scene / play.  
Lighting - The arrangement of theatre lights to achieve specific 
effects. 
Sound - The sound used to create atmosphere, emphasise what is 
happening on stage, set the scene, and indicate time or location



Task Homework Task Complete?

1 Thinking of the definition of a stimulus, can you think of an appropriate stimulus 
that could be given to a group who are going to create a performance based 
around the horror genre? 

2 You are going to be playing a character who is angry and rushing around looking 
for someone. Use the key terminology from the performance skills list to describe 
what techniques they would use. 

3 What makes a successful mime? 

4 Describe an appropriate time when a character might use a monologue? 

5 Draw an example of a costume that the character you are playing in one of your 
performances in class would wear. 


